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Announcements

• Assignment 2 due on March 8

• Project description due on March 11
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Summary of last lecture

• Single node architecture is fairly complex

• Two product lines: fast processors, low frequency low power processors

• IBM Blue Gene/Q Compute Chip

• Accelerators: IBM Cell BE, AMD APUs, NVIDIA GPGPUs, Intel XE
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Shared memory in hardware

• Cache coherent globally addressable memory

• Older machines had bus-based symmetric multi-
processing

• Origin was a different architecture: distributed shared 
memory with cache coherence
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http://csweb.cs.wfu.edu/~torgerse/Kokua/SGI/007-3439-002/sgi_html/ch01.html
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SGI Origin 2000

• Up to 512 nodes: 2 processors per node, 4 GB of memory

• Cache coherence maintained via a directory-based protocol
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Abstract 
The SGI Origin 2000  is a cache-coherent non-uniform memory 

access (ccNUMA) multiprocessor designed and manufactured by 
Silicon Graphics, Inc. The Origin system was designed from the 
ground up as a multiprocessor capable of scaling to both small 
and large processor counts without any bandwidth, latency, or cost 
cliffs.The Origin system consists of up to 5 1 2  nodes interconnected 
by a scalable Craylink network. Each node consists of one or two 
RlOOOO processors, up to 4 GB of coherent memory, and a connec- 
tion to a portion of the X I 0  1 0  subsystem. This paper discusses the 
motivation for building the Origin 2 0 0 0  and then describes its ar- 
chitecture and implementation. In addition, performance results 
are presented for  the NAS Parallel Benchmarks V 2 . 2  and the 
SPLASH2 applications. Finally, the Origin system is compared to 
other contemporary commercial ccNUMA systems. 

1 Background 
Silicon Graphics has offered multiple generations of symmetric 
multiprocessor (SMP) systems based on the MIPS microproces- 
sors. From the 8 processor R3000-based Power Series to the 36 
processor R4000-based Challenge and R 10000-based Power Chal- 
lenge systems, the cache-coherent, globally addressable memory 
architecture of these SMP systems has provided a convenient pro- 
gramming environment for large parallel applications while at the 
same time providing for efficient execution of both parallel and 
throughput based workloads. 
The follow-on system to the Power Challenge needed to meet three 
important goals. First, it needed to scale beyond the 36 processor 
limit of the Power Challenge and provide an infrastructure that 
supports higher performance per processor. Given the factor of 
four processor count increase between the Power Series and Power 
Challenge lines, it was desired to have the next system support at 
least another factor of four in maximum processor count. Second, 
the new system had to retain the cache-coherent globally address- 
able memory model of the Power Challenge. This model is critical 
for achieving high performance on loop-level parallelized code and 
for supporting the existing Power Challenge users. Finally, the en- 
try level and incremental cost of the system was desired to be low- 
er than that of a high-performance SMP, with the cost ideally 
approaching that of a cluster of workstations. 
Simply building a larger and faster snoopy bus-based SMP system 
could not meet all three of these goals. The second goal might be 
achievable, but it would surely compromise performance for larger 
processor counts and costs for smaller configurations. 
Therefore a very different architecture was chosen for use in the 
next generation Origin system. The Origin employs distributed 
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Figure 1 Origin block diagram 
shared memory (DSM), with cache coherence maintained via a di- 
rectory-based protocol. A DSM system has the potential for meet- 
ing all three goals: scalability, ease of programming, and cost. The 
directory-based coherence removes the broadcast bottleneck that 
prevents scalability of the snoopy bus-based coherence. The glo- 
bally addressable memory model is retained, although memory ac- 
cess times are no longer uniform. However, as will be shown in 
this paper, Origin was designed to minimize the latency difference 
between remote and local memory and to include hardware and 
software support to insure that most memory references are local. 
Finally, a low initial and incremental cost can be provided if the 
natural modularity of a DSM system is exploited at a relatively fine 
granularity by the product design. 
In the following section of this paper, the scalable shared-memory 
multiprocessing (S'MP) architecture of the Origin is presented. 
Section 3 details the implementation of the Origin 2000. Perfor- 
mance of the Origin 2000 is presented in Section 4. Section 5 com- 
pares the Origin system with other contemporary ccNUMA 
systems. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 The Origin S2MP Architecture 
A block diagram of the Origin architecture is shown in Figure 1. 
The basic building block of the Origin system is the dual-processor 
node. In addition to the processors, a node contains up to 4 GB of 
main memory and its corresponding directory memory, and has a 
connection to a portion of the IO subsystem. 
The architecture supports up to 512 nodes, for a maximum config- 
uration of 1024 processors and 1 TB of main memory. The nodes 
can be connected together via any scalable interconnection net- 
work. The cache coherence protocol employed by the Origin sys- 
tem does not require in-order delivery of point-to-point messages 
to allow the maximum flexibility in implementing the interconnect 
network. 
The DSM architecture provides global addressability of all memo- 
ry, and in addition, the 1 0  subsystem is also globally addressable. 
Physical 10 operations (PIOs) can be directed from any processor 
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• Distributed directory that keeps track of 
each data block (page)

• Implemented in hardware

• Supports moving entire pages across nodes
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Hypercube network

• General topology: k-ary n-cube networks

• Hypercube: k=2
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SGI Altix 3000

• Based on Intel Itanium 2 processors and Linux
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The M-brick (memory brick) is essentially a
C-brick without the processors. An M-brick
can be placed in any location in the intercon-
nect fabric that could be occupied by a C-brick
and thus allows the system to scale memory
without adding processors up to multi-terabyte
shared memory domains for a single node.
The remaining components of the system are
the R-brick (an 8-port NUMAlink™ 3 router
brick), which is used to build the interconnect
fabric between the C-bricks and M-bricks; the
IX-brick (the base IO brick) and the PX-brick (a
PCI-X expansion brick), which attach to the
C-brick via the I/O channel; and the D-brick2
(a second-generation JBOD brick). SGI supplies
a variety of networking, Fibre Channel SAN,
RAID, and offline storage products to complete
the Altix 3000 offering.

3.0 Intel Itanium 2 Microprocessor
The Intel Itanium 2 64-bit microprocessor
brings industry-leading uniprocessor perfor-
mance levels to the Altix 3000 family. The
NUMAflex architecture allows the system to
scale applications performance up to 512
processors, all working together in a cache-
coherent manner. Intel is providing a family of

socket-compatible processors in the Itanium 2
family2, so shortly after Intel delivers a new
member of the processor family, it is expected
to be made available on the Altix 3000 platform,
with the intent that customers will remain at
the leading edge of microprocessor perfor-
mance. Itanium 2 has a processor bus that
supports 6.4GB per second of bandwidth into
the system.

Altix 3000 has been optimized for the demands
of high-performance applications. While the
Itanium 2 processor supports up to four
processors being placed on a bus, Altix 3000
places just two processors on a bus, so it can
provide twice the memory bandwidth of other
systems on a per-processor basis.

When the data required by the processor is
not in one of the on-die caches shown in fig-
ure 2, the processor sends a request for a
cache line of data from the global shared
memory. When two or more processors are
operating independently on the same data, the
Altix 3000 hardware will keep the data coher-
ent without software intervention.
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Fig. 1. Altix 3000 C-brick schematic

• 4 processors and up to 32 GB 
of memory
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Fat-tree network
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NUMAlink ports on the Altix C-brick. With
Altix initially being deployed using the
NUMAlink 3 router brick, the system will be
able to double the bisection bandwidth when

the NUMAlink 4 router brick becomes avail-
able, allowing the systems’ capabilities to grow
along with the demands of new generations of
Itanium 2 family microprocessors.

The main memory characteristics of Altix 3000
are given in table 1. The two numbers in the
bandwidth-per-processor column correspond
to NUMAlink 3 and NUMAlink 4. The two
numbers in the maximum local memory column
correspond to using 512MB and 1GB DIMMs.

Because memory DIMMs can be added to the
system using M-bricks, the memory can be
scaled independent of processors. Hence it is
entirely possible to build a system with 16
processors and 4TB of shared cache-coherent
memory.
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Fig. 3. 512-processor dual “fat tree” interconnect topology 

# of
SHUBs

or
nodes

Maximum
# of

processors 

NUMAlink
3

Bandwidth
MB/sec/p

NUMAlink
4

Bandwidth
MB/sec/p

Maximum
Local

Memory
w/512MB
DIMMs*

Maximum
Local

Memory
w/1GB

DIMMs*

Maximum
Local

Memory
w/2GB

DIMMs*

# of
Routers

Maximum
# of

Router
Hops

8 16 800 1600 64GB 128GB 256GB 2 3
16 32 800 1600 128GB 256GB 512GB 4 4
32 64 400 800 256GB 512GB 1TB 8 4
64 128 400 800 512GB 1TB 2TB 20 5
128 256 400 800 1TB 2TB 4TB 40 5
256 512 400 800 2TB 4TB 8TB 112 7
512 1024 400 800 4TB 8TB 16TB 288 10
1024 2048 400 800 8TB 16TB 32TB 576 10

Table 1. System and Local Memory Characteristics of Altix 3000 

*M-bricks can be used to scale memory independently up to 128GB per CPU.
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Partitioned global address space (PGAS)

• Another parallel programming model

• Globally addressable view of memory to the programmer

• Notable examples:

• SUN’s Fortress, IBM’s X10, Cray’s Chapel

•  Unified Parallel C (UPC), Coarray Fortran (CAF), Global Arrays (GA)
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Global Arrays

• Developed at PNNL

• CSE applications using it: NWChem, GAMESS-UK, 
Chimera

• Can only be used for arrays

10

https://www.osc.edu/sites/osc.edu/files/staff_files/dhudak/ga-osc11.pdf

!   Distributed dense arrays that 
can be accessed through a 
shared memory-like style 

!   single, shared data 
structure/ global indexing 
!   e.g., access A(4,3) rather 

than buf(7) on task 2  

Global Arrays 
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Physically distributed data 

Global Address Space 
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Get-compute-put model

• Shared-memory view of distributed dense arrays
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Global Array Model of Computations 
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!   Shared memory view for distributed dense arrays 
!   Get-Local/Compute/Put-Global model of computation 
!   MPI-Compatible; Currently usable with Fortran, C, C++, Python 
!   Data locality and granularity control similar to message passing model 
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